
 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently. 

1. A. skateboard B. ski   C. kite   D. knife 

2. A. sport  B. spy   C. psychology  D. spoke 

3. A. snowboard B. sugar  C. slow  D. skateboard 

Choose the word that has a different stressed syllable from the rest. 

4. A. cultural  B. typical  C. embroider  D. celebrate 

5. A. emergency B. photography C. geography  D. architecture 

Choose the best option (A, B, C or D) to complete each of the following sentences. 

6. She enjoyed _________ on the lake with her friends in the summer. 

A. climbing  B. kayaking  C. ice-hockey  D. horse-riding 

7. She _______ to join the basketball team next year. She loves playing basketball. 

A. wants  B. is wanting  C. will want  D. is going to want  

8. Anna loves trying new sports. She’s just decided to ____ karate. 

A. do    B. play   C. go   D. have 

9. What _______ you _______ next weekend?  

A. are / doing  B. will / do  C. do / do   D. did/ do 

10. I don’t want to ________ ice hockey, but I always suffer from serious health problems in the cold weather. 

A. take up  B. end up  C. give up  D. pick up  

11. The H’Mông people often live in __________ areas of Việt Nam. 

A. cultural  B. urban  C. coastal  D. mountainous 

12. She wore a beautiful __________ costume of bright pink silk. 

A. ethnic  B. traditional  C. mountainous D. cultural 

13. Learning about different ethnic groups helps us understand the cultural __________ of Việt Nam.  

A. mixture  B. minority  C. diversity  D. variety 

14. Thomas said that he __________ learning about different ethnic groups in Việt Nam. 

A. enjoyed  B. enjoys  C. is enjoying  D. has enjoyed 

15. Lan asked __________ The Tày are the largest ethnic minority group in Việt Nam. 

A. why   B. if   C. how   D. do 

Write the correct forms of the words in brackets.  

16. She bought a new pair of __________ for her morning jog. (TRAIN) 

17. The city of Hội An is famous for its __________ and charming streets. (ARCHITECT) 

18. She enjoyed playing ___________ with her friends at school. (HAND) 
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19. I added some peanuts to the banana-flower salad to make it __________. (CRUNCH) 

20. He had to practice __________ for his upcoming competition. (DIVE) 

Listen to a part of the radio programme about a sports star. Fill and complete the note with ONE WORD 

EACH BLANK. 

● Sports star: Cristiano Ronaldo - football player 

● Team: 

+ Manchester United 

+ 21)  ___________ 

●  Ronaldo as a great player: Trophies and awards 

+ Ballon d'Ors 

+ 22) ____ European Golden Shoes 

+ 7 league titles 

+ 5 Champions Leagues 

+ 1 European Championship 

+ all-time leading 23) ________ for Portugal, with 115 goals 

● Ronaldo as a great person: 

+ 24)__________ work 

+ dedication to fitness and health 

+ 25) __________ attitude 

Read the passage and choose the best answer to each of the following questions. 

My Experience as a Sports Volunteer 

Hi, my name is Linh and I am 16 years old. I love sports, especially outdoor sports and water sports. Last 

month, I had an amazing opportunity to volunteer at a four-day surfing competition in Da Nang. It was one of 

the best experiences of my life. 

My role as a volunteer was to help with the registration and the scoring. I had to check the names and the 

numbers of the surfers, give them their bibs and wristbands, and record their scores on a computer. It was not 

an easy task, but I enjoyed it a lot. I learned how to use new software, how to communicate with people from 

different cultures, and how to work under pressure. 

Volunteering at a sports event was a great way to practise my English, learn new skills, and have fun. I think 

everyone should try it at least once in their life. It is not only good for your personal development, but also for 

your community. 

26. How long was the surfing competition? 

A. two days  B. three days  C. four days  D. five days  

27. What were the main tasks that Linh did as a volunteer? 

A. registration and scoring   B. water and snacks 



 

 

C. cheering and photography   D. cleaning and recycling   

28. What was NOT one of the skills that Linh learned from volunteering? 

A. using new software   B. communicating across cultures 

C. working under pressure   D. managing time 

29. What did Linh have to do on a computer during the event? 

A. recording their scores   B. recording their feedback 

C. sending their photos   D. updating their profiles 

30. Why does Linh think everyone should try volunteering at a sports event? 

A. Because it is good for your personal development and your community. 

B. Because it is good for your health and your environment. 

C. Because it is good for your career and your education. 

D. Because it is good for your friends and your family. 

Read the passage and choose the best answer to fill in each blank.  

The Pu Péo are an ethnic group in Vietnam and China. Their population is around 900 people (2019). They 

mainly live in Hà Giang Province in Vietnam and Yunnan Province in China. They (31) ________ lots of 

interesting products. 

Pu Péo women wear beautiful traditional clothes. They wear a long skirt, a headscaft, and two different vests. 

Most of (32) ________ clothes are black. They often make amazing, colorful patterns using embroidery or by 

(33) ________ small pieces of cloth on their clothes. Many Pu Péo women also wear silver rings. Pu Péo men 

usually wear simple shirts and pants. Pu Péo men are very good (34) ________ making crafts. They make 

very good furniture out of wood. Pu Péo women sew and make embroidery. The Pu Péo people grow rice, 

beans, (35) ________ other vegetables on their farms. They use animals to help them on the farm. They usually 

eat a simple diet of rice, meat and vegetables. 

31. A. do  B. make  C. have  D. draw 

32. A. his  B. hers   C. their  D. its 

33. A. sewing   B. to sew  C. sew   D. sewn 

34. A. for  B. by   C. with   D. at 

35. A. or  B. and   C. but   D. so  

Use the word in capitals to rewrite the sentences. Do not change the given word. 

36. He is too short. He cannot play basketball. (ENOUGH) 

=> _____________________________ 

37. I need to hurry up; otherwise, you will be late for school. (UNLESS) 

=> _____________________________ 

38. Although the weather was bad, it did not delay the traffic. (SPITE) 

=> _____________________________ 

39. Mai said “The Kinh people are the largest ethnic group in Việt Nam.”. 



 

 

=> Mai said ________________________ 

40. Hưng said “The H’Mông people wear colorful traditional costumes.” 

=> Hưng said ________________________ 

---------------THE END--------------- 

 

 


